**LEGEND**

1. 12.5% Schedule Area
2. Encroached Area
3. Vacant Area
4. Nodal Boundary
5. HTL
6. CRZ II Line

**LEGENDS**

- Social Facility: Religious
- Social Facility: Health
- Social Facility: Education
- Social Facility: Others

**NOTE:**

1. The locations are indicative and subject to minor modifications without compromising the areas.
2. The Development Plan of Ghansoli Node which is being prepared by NMMC would be the Final Plan.
3. This Plan is issued for your information only and should not be used for any other purpose.
4. Final boundary of plots shall be as per agreement drawing of individual plots. Only Indicative boundaries are marked on plan.
5. In areas not yet detailed out, minor variation in area and location may take place while finalising the layout.
6. The uses indicated are NOT statutory RESERVATIONS as per MR & TP Act 1966.
7. Any discrepancy observed in terms of location, plot no, area may be brought at the notice of planning department.